Thousands of East Germans welcomed into West Germany

Associated Press

IHOF, West Germany - Thousands of East Germans received a triumphal welcome in West Germany Sunday after their government agreed to let them flee to the West. It was the latest chapter in a historic exodus from a divided Soviet bloc.

"We made it, we made it!" screamed one tearful young woman after arriving in this northern Bavarian city.

"We had no future there," said 34-year-old Uwe Kuester of Cottbus. About 6,000 refugees either arrived or were on their way from Czechoslovakia, border police said, and another 800 arrived from Poland.

The refugees began gathering weeks ago in the West German embassies in Warsaw and Prague after they were unable to reach Hungary, a liberal Warsaw Pact nation that had opened its western border to the East Germans last month.

Of those many arriving with joy. Others cheered and slapped.

In Prague and Warsaw, East Germans who heard of the exodus raced to railroad stations, some arriving in time to jump onto the trains. West German news reports and witnesses said more East Germans were running in their westward flight toward Czechoslovakia and at least 200 were once again filling the embassy in Prague.

U.S. Vice-President Walter Mondale, in his first visit to the Soviet bloc, opened the Czech-Czechoslovakian border to more than 10,000 East Germans who fled the country.

"I think the government's policy will be illustrated in the way we treat the refugees," Mondale said.

East German President Eduard Shevardnadze was again seen as a major force in the East German government as he took the side of his West German counterpart, Helmut Kohl.

Shevardnadze met with President Bush in Washington last week. Kohl met with Shevardnadze in Berlin last October.

Shekadnadze said the border opening would not affect relations with his own government. "Nothing makes or breaks my relations with my colleagues," he told the Associated Press. "The issue is not a topic of discussion in our relations."

"It's decide if smoking should be allowed in public places such as halls and dormitories," said Father Joseph Ross, rector of the Jesuit Student Center.

Lyons' 24-hour lounge. They said that her department doesn't designate certain areas of residence halls as smoke free. "The rector with each hall has the right to do that," he said.

Father Joseph Ross, rector of Morrissey Hall, said that there is no smoking allowed in halls and common areas such as the lobby. "The policy is based on cooperation and consideration of the common good. If some­one's smoking is bothering someone else, staff will ask them to stop." "Being able to smoke is not a right, but having a smoke-free environment is," said Ross.

Sister Jeannine Jochman, rector of Lyons Hall, said that her policy is to let the students decide where smoking will be allowed, "It comes down to a matter of consideration for those around you who don't smoke," she said.

According to Jochman, the residents will be asked to de­cide if smoking should be al­lowed in public places such as halls, bathrooms, and the Lir, Lyons' 24-hour lounge. They will also vote on the option of smoking in private rooms if all the roommates agree, Jochman said.

Elizabeth Vida, a freshman in Lyons said, "I think smoking should be allowed in individual rooms, but only if the non-smoking roommates agree." Celine Lenehan, a Lyons sophomore, agreed with Vida and added, "I think it could be allowed in public places as long as it doesn't offend anyone.

"It is not fair to us to make us go outside when it's 50 below. At least 20 girls smoke in the dorm," Crooks said that she did not receive much trouble about her smoking, because she was a "quiet smoker," and added, "A lot of people here smoke that nobody knows about." Carolyn Kelly, coordinator of Alcohol and Drug Education, said that her program puts little emphasis on tobacco smoking and thus, there is little information regarding the number of smokers on campus.

Kelly, however, gave a personal observation of groups of students with whom she has talked and said, "only one individual smokes in a group of 20 or 25."

"I also asked the same stu­dents how many had parents who either smoke or have quit smoking and about 60 percent responded," said Kelly. "I think that some of the things that we're doing regarding edu­cation as it relates to cigarette smoking has had an impact on smoking issues not a hot topic at ND, but debate smokers

By JOHN O'BRIEN

News Copy Editor

While the issues of alcohol and drug use receive much atten­tion on campus, the question of smoking and smoking regu­lations does not appear to be nearly as prominent.

"There isn't any campus-wide policy" regarding smoking, said Linda Sumner, manager for employee relations and train­ing.

"That fact in itself suggests that it isn't a big issue here," said Kelly Havens, a doctoral trainee in the Counseling Center.

Director of Student Residences Evelyn Reinhold said that her department doesn't designate certain areas of residence halls as smoke free. "The rector with each hall has the right to do that," she said.

Father Joseph Ross, rector of Morrissey Hall, said that there is no smoking allowed in halls and common areas such as the lobby. "The policy is based on cooperation and consideration of the common good. If some­one's smoking is bothering someone else, staff will ask them to stop." "Being able to smoke is not a right, but having a smoke-free environment is," said Ross.

Sister Jeannine Jochman, rector of Lyons Hall, said that her policy is to let the students decide where smoking will be allowed, "It comes down to a matter of consideration for those around you who don't smoke," she said.

According to Jochman, the residents will be asked to de­cide if smoking should be al­lowed in public places such as halls, bathrooms, and the Lir, Lyons' 24-hour lounge. They will also vote on the option of smoking in private rooms if all the roommates agree, Jochman said.

Elizabeth Vida, a freshman in Lyons said, "I think smoking should be allowed in individual rooms, but only if the non-smoking roommates agree." Celine Lenehan, a Lyons sophomore, agreed with Vida and added, "I think it could be allowed in public places as long as it doesn't offend anyone.

"It is not fair to us to make us go outside when it's 50 below. At least 20 girls smoke in the dorm," Crooks said that she did not receive much trouble about her smoking, because she was a "quiet smoker," and added, "A lot of people here smoke that nobody knows about." Carolyn Kelly, coordinator of Alcohol and Drug Education, said that her program puts little emphasis on tobacco smoking and thus, there is little information regarding the number of smokers on campus.

Kelly, however, gave a personal observation of groups of students with whom she has talked and said, "only one individual smokes in a group of 20 or 25."

"I also asked the same stu­dents how many had parents who either smoke or have quit smoking and about 60 percent responded," said Kelly. "I think that some of the things that we're doing regarding edu­cation as it relates to cigarette smoking has had an impact on other hot topics at ND, but debate smokers

Chinese govt carefully celebrates anniversary

Associated Press

BEIJING — China celebrated its 40th anniversary Sunday with a spectacular fireworks show above Tiananmen Square and tight security to prevent protests reminiscent of the crushed pro-democracy move­ment.

Senior leader Deng Xiaoping, 85, presided over the celebrations, which included several hundred thou­sand dancers, from the rostrum of Tienanmen Gate.

It was on that rostrum on Oct. 1, 1949, that Mao Tse-tung declared the founding of the People's Republic of China, the world's most populous Com­munist state.

The square, occupied by thousands of students and their supporters during the seven-week pro-democracy movement the military crushed in June, was again filled with youths, but this time they were party goers.

A 26-foot-tall statue depicting a worker, peasant, intellectual and soldier was displayed at the north end of the square on the same spot where the student protesters erected their "Goddess of Democracy," a torch-bearing woman based on the Statue of Liberty.

The square was bathed in spotlights, neon signs that said "1949-1989" and "Long Live the Motherland," and a fire­works show that lasted more than three hours.

There also were dance shows and fireworks at eight other lo­cations in Beijing.

Chinese Premier Li Peng, third from left, and Communist Party General Secretary Jiang Zemin, fourth from left, attend a National Day rally celebrating 40 years of Communist rule on Friday in Beijing's Great Hall of the People. Story at right.
Nicaraguans began registering Sunday to vote in February's national elections as American congressmen and other observers buzzed for evidence of fraud. Nearly 3,000 booths nation-wide were opened to register the estimated 1.9 million voters. President Daniel Ortega was the first at the line at the booth serving his area.

About 1,000 people in Manila, Philippines loyal to Ferdinand Marcos marched through the capital on Sunday and decried that President Aquino was the late leader's body to be buried in his homeland. Mrs. Aquino said Sunday she will follow any Supreme Court order to allow the return of Marcos' body, but was confident the justices would support her ban.

An earthquake in southwestern Iran early Sunday caused heavy destruction and landslides that damaged at least 300 buildings, the official Islamic Republic News Agency reported. There were no immediate reports of casualties from relief teams that were rushed to the region, said the agency.

The government Friday would deny federal funds to art that depicts sexual acts, sadomasochism, homosexuality or the sexual exploitation of children. One needn't be schooled in art to recognize those things as offensive.

The Fourth Annual Multicultural Festival will be Monday-Friday, from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m. at the Redhouse Mall. Business or civic organizations will share their culture as part of "Culture on the Quad." Ethnic music and dancing will follow with "Entertainment on the Quad" at 4:30 p.m.

Congress has taken on a bigger task than it can handle with this latest decision. Fortunately, however, the House and Senate are talking about only the art that Uncle Sam funds.

The decision would ban federal funding for art that is considered obscene or without merit; it doesn't ban the work itself. The House and Senate agreement will not hurt art; it will only prevent taxpayer dollars from supporting what a majority of Americans view as indecent.

No doubt there will be an outcry over the decision, calling it censorship of art. And that's too bad. The government isn't censoring art. It is merely choosing what art it wants to support.

"Isn't the decision usually left to whomever holds the purse? After all, you should get what you pay for.

Art, and obscenity, I'll venture, means different things to different people. I paint paintings and photographs of nude more than obscene, for example. But others may interpret them as admirable works of art or just plain obscene.

Some things, however, are the same no matter whose eyes view them. Works that depict sadomasochism, homosexuality or sexual exploitation are offensive.

Whether such works have any significant artistic merit is for artists and art critics to decide.

Whether such works should be shown at taxpayers' expense is for the government to decide. The public shouldn't worry that the government is getting too big for its hinges or trimmings. If Congress starts to act as censor, the people need a new one.

As for federally sponsored art exhibitions, you should get what you pay for.

The Fourth Annual Multicultural Festival will be Monday-Friday, from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m. at the Redhouse Mall. Business or civic organizations will share their culture as part of "Culture on the Quad." Ethnic music and dancing will follow with "Entertainment on the Quad" at 4:30 p.m.
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Kernan aids victims of Hurricane Hugo

BY SANDY WIEGAND
News Copy Editor

Aid to South Carolina victims of Hurricane Hugo was provided through Mayor Joe Kernan, who sent 15 park department workers there last week.

The mayor's two assistants are among those sent, a secretary said.

Two trucks from a local leasing company were sent, and local banks donated money to the cause. Money and non-perishable foods were collected at Goveleski Regional Stadium.

Rich Daly, assistant director of alumni clubs, said that the Council of Mayors is still asking for donations for the victims, including building supplies, canned goods, and clothing, all of which can be dropped off at Goveleski Stadium.

Bakker returns to the stand after 'devastating' session

The case probably will go to the jury late this week.

George Davis, Bakker's lead defense attorney, didn't appear confident that Bakker's testimony Friday had convinced the jury his client is innocent.

"That was a pretty heavy cross-examination," the 82-year-old Davis told the Greensboro News & Record when asked how he thought the questioning had gone. "It was very damaging, very devastating.

He smiled weakly and added, "It didn't have anything to do with the issues, but ..."

Several episodes during Friday's testimony indicated Bakker's team may have been caught off-guard.

In one instance, a defense chart was ruled inadmissible partly because it summarized information not in evidence.

In several other instances, Bakker claimed he had told viewers on his television shows that some charges were false.

During three hours of cross-examination, Bakker answered "I don't remember" or its equivalent more than three dozen times.

During his initial testimony, Bakker said that when he left PTL in March 1987, he had built, was building or had plans for accommodations for more than 211,000 "lifetime partners" for PTL.

Bakker is accused of exceeding the announced limits on the number of lifetime partners.

We're Banking on your Career Success.

We are Manufacturers National Corporation, a major Detroit-based regional bank holding company with close to 6,000 employees and assets of $9.3 billion. Our corporation provides a wide variety of financial services to customers worldwide through the corporation's banking and subsidiary offices.

Representatives of Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit (our principal subsidiary) will be conducting campus interviews for career opportunities within the Metro Detroit area at Notre Dame University on Wednesday, October 18, 1989.

We will seek individuals who have a Bachelors degree in a business related field. We offer a wide variety of exciting and challenging career opportunities for:

• Cost & Financial Analysts in our Controllers Department
• Corporate Trust Analysts in our Trust Department
• Examiners in our Audit Department
• Credit Analysts in our Commercial Lending Area

Explore career possibilities with us. Contact your placement office to arrange an on-campus interview.

Happy 21st Birthday, Sean!

WE LOVE YOU,
Mom, Dad, Jen, Mopsy, & Eclipse

Fall Into a Great New Look

Perm Wave or "High Flying Colors" Highlights

Perm Waves include haircut, shampoo & style
Highlights include shampoo & style

Fallen for good September 17—October 28

Southern Hair Salons

Sands at Sears

Shears at Sears

Hair Salon

Operated by GLEMBY

WE STYLE AMERICA

Fall Into a Great New Look

$25

Only

Perm Wave or "High Flying Colors" Highlights

Perm Waves include haircut, shampoo & style
Highlights include shampoo & style

Offer good September 17—October 28

Manufacturers Bank

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HV
Refugees

continued from page 1

West Germany that was an- announced Saturday night, the East Germans had to travel in
state-run trains back through their former Communist home-
land as a face-saving measure for the government.
Czechoslovakia, also with a hard-line government, had vowed that it would not allow
the refugees to leave for the West from Czechoslovakia.
Still, the action represented an embarrassing retreat for the aging leadership in East
Berlin, which had severely critic-
ized Hungary's action.

The once-unthinkable exodus of East Germans reflects dra-
matic changes in the Soviet bloc and a growing disunity among
its member states.

Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev, the galvanizing force for reforms sweeping
much of Eastern Europe, will visit East Berlin Friday and Saturday for celebrations of
East Germany's 40th anniver-
sary.

His talks with East German leader Erich Honecker are ex-
pected to deal with the exodus,
which has threatened the na-
tion's already demoralized work force.

"I hope that Gorbachev, dur-
ing his talks with the leaders of
(East Germany) will try to con-
vince them that political re-
forms are also in the interest of
the German Democratic Republic," said Uwe Schneer.

A high-ranking Soviet official was quoted by the West
German Die Welt newspaper as saying Moscow welcomed East
Germany's decision to allow the
weekend exodus.

Valentin Falto, head of the
Soviet Central Committee's in-
ternational relations section, also said he believed Gorbachev will travel to East Berlin with
important messages for both
German governments. Die Welt
said there was no elaboration.

East Berlin emphasized it ex-
pected the latest exodus to be a
one-time event, after which
West Germany would return to
"normal international cus-
toms" at its embassies.

In Prague, police initially sur-
rounded the West German em-
bassy to block newly arrived
East Germans from scaling a
spiked fence into the muddy
embassy.

But the embassy later again began letting East Germans back into the
embassy.

On Saturday night, the
Red Cross volunteers distributed hot tea,
amp tea, champagne and
applie juice and gum and
drinks to the refugee families.

Several former East
Germans, who had fled earlier
to the West from Hungary, car-
ed a banner that read:

"We got out through
Hungary and you made it
through Prague. Soon the zone
(East Germany) will be an
empty coffin."

Finding direction

The Observer/Kevin Wese

Boy giant arrives at U.S. for treatment

Associated Press

ROCHESTER, Minn. — At 7,
Igor Ladan is already about 6
feet tall and weighs 200
pounds. He's come thousands
of miles from his native Soviet
Union in hopes doctors can re-
move a dangerous tumor from
his skull and stop his abnormal
growth.

Mayo Clinic Surgeons plan to
remove a rare pituitary gland
tumor from the boy doctors
call a "pituitary giant."

Igor and his mother, Svitlana
Ladan, arrived here three
weeks ago after she waged a
worldwide letter-writing cam-
paign from her native city of
Kiev to find treatment for her
son. The costs of the boy's care
are being donated.

"I was so happy, I nearly
cried," Ladan said last week
through a translator.

"People think 6 feet, not 6
years," said Nina Sahulenko,
a relative from Phoenix who is
 translating for the Ladans.

"But he's still a child. He likes
to play. When there are children
ground, he will find those his
own age."

Like other kids, Igor loves
apple juice and gum and
bananas and ice cream, she
said. And like other kids, he
reveled in the surprise birthday
party his new friends in
Rochester had when he turned 7
recently.

Igor is taking drugs to shrink
the tumor from its tennis-ball
size to a golf ball. Doctors
hope will allow surgical
removal in about three months.

Several former East
Germans, who had fled earlier
to the West from Hungary, car-
ed a banner that read:

"We got out through
Hungary and you made it
through Prague. Soon the zone
(East Germany) will be an
empty coffin."

St. Mary's Student Government presents:
Fall Fest - This Week!!
Rainman showing in Carroll Auditorium
Oct. 2-4
9:00 and 11:15
$1.00 admission
Fall Fest Picnic on SMC Library Green tonight
Juniors: sponsor classmates in CROP WALK- $1.00 from Jr.
Board per walker
Sign ups Wednesday and Thursday during dinner

AN EVENING OF SCOTTISH MUSIC
PRESENTED BY THE MICHIGAN SCOTTISH SOCIETY
The Fort Wayne Scottish Pipes and Drums
Nancy Eversole, The Kentucky Woman
Richard Mao, The Peking Piper
John Watson, Scottish-Fiddler and Harper
Saturday, Oct. 14, 1989
7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. c.s.t.
BENDIX THEATER
Century Center
Tickets: $8.00
($1 discount for
College Students,
Senior Citizens)
120 S. St. Joseph
South Bend, IN
(Box Office 284-5111)

WATER AEROBIC INSTRUCTORS
$8.00 PER HOUR
CONTACT SANDY AT 239-5965
8:00 am - 5:00 pm

The Department of Non-Varsity Athletics
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Doctor and wife arrested after sex tour of campuses

EUGENE, Ore. — A physician and his wife face prostitution-related charges for allegedly conducing a phony research project that included a sex tour of West Coast college campuses.

Rodney Wood, 60, of South Hampton, N.Y., was scheduled to appear in court this week on a charge of promoting prostitution; his wife, Nancy Wood, 44, was charged with prostitution. Eugene police Sgt. Rick Gilliam said last week.

Police say Rodney Wood photographed encounters between his wife and young men. A 19-year-old University of Oregon student who allegedly participated in a "research" session with the Woods is also charged with prostitution.

The couple visited the Oregon campus two weeks ago, telling male students they were "evaluating the sexual potential of the mature female" and would consider the participants for taking part in research sessions, Gilliam said.

Nancy Wood distributed "letters of introduction" explaining the supposed research project to young men on campus, Gilliam said. Men were promised $10 for each orgasm either participant had during the session, he said.

Police were tipped by two students and an employee, posing as a student, contacted the couple at their hotel. They were charged Sept. 16.

Police later found a list of schools including Oregon State University, the University of Washington, the University of Victoria, British Columbia, and the University of California at Berkeley, Gilliam said.

"They were traveling the West Coast with major universities on their itinerary," Gilliam said. "As I understand it, they were offering to help cover medical expenses for retirees of more modest means.

"Many beneficiaries, especially the wealthier among them, have balked at having to pay premiums this year of up to $800 to help cover medical expenses for retirees of more modest means.

"I hope personally that the program is retained on a modified form," said Foley. "But ... there are a great number of Republicans and some Democrats in the House who are in favor of repeal. If I were guessing today, I think it probably would be repealed."

Foley also said it is doubtful that an alternative plan put forward by House Democrats would be enacted during the night before an administration proposal to extend the current tax cut.

It is estimated that at least $33 percent to 16 percent of the maximum tax rate on profits from the sale of stocks and other investments until 1992.

The rate then would climb back to a lower rate than wages, interest or dividend income.

"Whether or not they will coalesce behind any plan along with Republicans, I don't know," he said. "It will be very close on some other plans also."

A majority of Senate Democrats have united behind an alternative plan proposed by Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, to give taxpayers a $1,000 a year tax deduction for contributions to Individual Retirement Accounts. IRA deductibility ended in 1987 under the loophole-laden tax law that is a year earlier than that proposed on the new capital gains tax cut.

Democratic leaders tried the same IRA substitute, but linked it to an increase in taxes on families with incomes of more than $145,000 a year.

Mitchell said Senate Democrats will not link their IRA proposal to such an increase, but rather will propose to make up revenue lost to expanded IRA deductions by extending telephone and other excise taxes that were due to expire at the end of this year.

Meanwhile, House Speaker Thomas Foley predicted on the same program that the House probably will vote this week to repeal Medicare catastrophic health care coverage that it enacted last year for some 33 million elderly Americans.

Many beneficiaries, especially the wealthier among them, have balked at having to pay premiums this year of up to $800 to help cover medical expenses for retirees of more modest means.

"I hope personally that the program is retained on a modified form," said Foley. "But ... there are a great number of Republicans and some Democrats in the House who are in favor of repeal. If I were guessing today, I think it probably would be repealed."

Foley also said it is doubtful that an alternative plan put forward by House Democrats would be enacted during the night before an administration proposal to extend the current tax cut.

It is estimated that at least $33 percent to 16 percent of the maximum tax rate on profits from the sale of stocks and other investments until 1992.

The rate then would climb back to a lower rate than wages, interest or dividend income.

"Whether or not they will coalesce behind any plan along with Republicans, I don't know," he said. "It will be very close on some other plans also."

A majority of Senate Democrats have united behind an alternative plan proposed by Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, to give taxpayers a $1,000 a year tax deduction for contributions to Individual Retirement Accounts. IRA deductibility ended in 1987 under the loophole-laden tax law that is a year earlier than that proposed on the new capital gains tax cut.

Democratic leaders tried the same IRA substitute, but linked it to an increase in taxes on families with incomes of more than $145,000 a year.

Mitchell said Senate Democrats will not link their IRA proposal to such an increase, but rather will propose to make up revenue lost to expanded IRA deductions by extending telephone and other excise taxes that were due to expire at the end of this year.

Meanwhile, House Speaker Thomas Foley predicted on the same program that the House probably will vote this week to repeal Medicare catastrophic health care coverage that it enacted last year for some 33 million elderly Americans.

Many beneficiaries, especially the wealthier among them, have balked at having to pay premiums this year of up to $800 to help cover medical expenses for retirees of more modest means.

"I hope personally that the program is retained on a modified form," said Foley. "But ... there are a great number of Republicans and some Democrats in the House who are in favor of repeal. If I were guessing today, I think it probably would be repealed."

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
SUMMER ENGINEERING FOREIGN STUDY

LONDON, ENGLAND

INFORMATION MEETING:

Wednesday, October 4, 1989 Room 356 Fitzpatrick Hall 7:00 p.m.

ALL ENGINEERING STUDENTS WELCOME!
New survey looks at important questions

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Do you put on both socks and then both shoes, or put a sock and shoe on one foot and then the other? How often do you weigh yourself?

When visiting a friend's house and the shower curtain is closed, do you look behind it? The better-known political questions US citizens are asking are things like those.

We, in conjunction with the Fire Department and the shower curtain, will broadcast a radio advertising message that there is no smoking in the bathroom rules.

McCauslin, manager and Health Management and the Fire Department to enforce those rules, she said.

"It's important to wear under their expensive clothes. How many unmatched socks lie lonely in dresser drawers?" explains Mel Poretz and John Sterod in their new book.

China, in 1989, was torn about the importance of American Habiliments. Poretz and Sterod have complied the answers to the questions that people are asking in their curiosity.

They found, for example, that 59 percent of Americans wear both the sock and the shoe on one foot, and then the other. This is opposed to the more common way: both socks and then both shoes.

Men were slightly more likely to be "normal" — to put one sock and shoe on then two, then found, they said.

After making that leap of faith, readers will learn that,
Sneakers banned from work, employees angered by policy

Associated Press

EVANSVILLE, Ind.—Managers at Dometic, Inc., sent 20 employees home Friday after a high-top tennis shoes ban generated heated protests.
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We must act to stop deluge of water pollution

There is an age old urge in man that drives him to see the courses of great rivers over sandy shores and among the deep waves over 2,000 known species of plants and animals. These marine creatures, among them cod, Agassiz's angling, and salmon provide a constant supply of food. Sixty million tons of fish are caught by man annually. The sea's real abundance, however, is plankton, microscopic forms of crab and seaweed. A single quart of water contains one-half million plankton, which provide three times the 4 billion tons of carbohydrates produced by land vegetation. So, why are we allowing fluorocarbons to destroy the ozone layer, causing plankton to be sun-bleached?

Examples of how we are polluting our oceans abound. When I visited the "Big Apple" during the solid waste crisis in New York, I saw the rotten core of the pollution problem—sewage craters being filled up with which were dumped out at sea. Near Boston, Quincy, the "Flat Island," Fishing Capital of the World," could now easily be termed "Sewage Spot Off the Cape." From Tristie, to the Irish Sea, to the Sea of Japan, the route transit dump up to six million tons of seawater yearly—dumping which is not accidental.

The truth of the matter is that the sea can no longer absorb this lethal cocktail of industrial, urban, and agricultural wastes.

Industrial tycoons argue that the ocean is immense, its seven seas encompassing 71 percent of the planet's entire area, and thus able to absorb wastes easily. Besides, they say, the bacteria in the water are able to use oxygen to decompose nature's wastes, such as mud, silt, and excursion, that taint the ocean.

While this is true, the earth has not learned to adapt to synthetic products foreign to its environment, like plastics and detergents. In addition, nutrients in sewage cause deadly algae blooms, or "Red Tides" that deprive bacteria of needed oxygen. Therefore, we must worry about contamination because the ocean is not a vast, bottomless pit and it can no longer continue to be the dead end for our waste products.

Besides man's lost contact with the sea, people who are surrounded by man-made objects have also lost respect for the sea. Municipal wastes account for 70 percent of the ocean's man-made pollution, yet people are reluctant to pay for treatment plants, like San Diego's Point Lobos, that overhaul municipal wastes. Even more frightening is lost respect for the sea, developing societies, experiencing an explosive growth in industry and population, automatically produce more non-degradable substances.

Finally and most importantly, how can we take immediate action against ocean pollution? The answer is simple. Stop the causes of contamination. Unfortunately, "the immediate action" part is the clincher. Yet, concerned citizens can start by supporting international organizations like Greenpeace, or by contributing to the Environmental Protection Agency. People should actively lobby their Congressman to legislate heavy fines on those corporations that pollute the waters, and to create tax incentives for treatment and seaweed plants.

Again, it is important that we understand what the problem is, and how we can solve the problem in order to take immediate action against water pollution. This is my world, this is your world. Don't we want to behold the ocean in the future as Emerson once did, "As the opaline, the plentiful, and strong sea, full of food, nourisher of kinds," as a bountiful breadbasket, and not a wastebasket?

Catherine Cunningham is Environmental Action Club rep., sponsors of the Viewpoint column.

LETTERS
Rap-Up offers seniors the opportunity to regroup

Dear Editor:

Time is running out and Oct. 9 is the last day to sign up for Senior Rap-Up groups and the last chance to take advantage of a great opportunity to really make sense of your four years here at Notre Dame. All of us seniors are busy. Between Fractionally trying to get medical and law school applications finished, haunted by the Career and Placement Office and giving it our all for as long as we can give. So the topics are powerful GPA, we barely have time to hang out with our friends and really talk. Senior Rap-Up groups are the chance you've been waiting for. They are informal groups of 12 students, six guys, and six girls, which meet once a month at a faculty or staff's house, turns turns making dinner and then get the chance to talk about stuff that really matters.

The eight times you meet enable you to spend some quality time with some pretty interesting people. They are people who you may not have gotten to know well enough. And who knows? You may learn something about yourself in the process. These groups are not religiously oriented, unless of course, that's what you choose to talk about. Give it a shot, especially you guys—we've had a lot of girls sign up. Hey, this is opportunity knocking. Don't look back and say, "I should have made more of my time at Notre Dame." Sign up for Senior Rap-Up groups instead.

Carolyn Rey
Senior Class President
Sept. 25, 1989
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Don’t be so SILENT
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Christians who condemn homosexuality truly understand the importance of love, forgiveness, and non-judgment. They are not motivated by fear or hatred, but rather by a deep-seated commitment to the teachings of Jesus Christ. For example, the parable of the Prodigal Son teaches us that love and forgiveness are central to the Christian faith. The story of the Prodigal Son illustrates that love and forgiveness can be extended to those who have strayed from the path, just as a father would welcome his lost son back into the family. This is a powerful reminder that love and forgiveness are essential to the Christian faith.

In conclusion, Christians who condemn homosexuality are not motivated by fear or hatred, but rather by a deep-seated commitment to the teachings of Jesus Christ. They believe that love and forgiveness are central to the Christian faith, and that the teachings of Jesus Christ are relevant to all aspects of human life. As such, they are committed to living their lives in accordance with these teachings, and to extending love and forgiveness to all people, regardless of their sexual orientation.
E very once in a while, a television program comes along and reminds the American public just how good television can be. It offers a moment of personal connection that manages to capture what it means to be a child with Down's Syndrome living in a high school. The decision for this action is made during the weekend before the party. The energy of the band, Mike Mills, Peter Buck, and Bill Berry, greets the audience, ripping into a fiery version of the 1989 chart-topper "Staﬀs." This energetic introduction was an indication of how the evening would progress. The band displayed a degree of professionalism which is the product of six LPs and a full length tour which began in the United States, continued in Europe, and is now, more than six months later, wrapping up back in the States. The performance made brief stops at each point in the musical development of the band, highlighting tunes from all of their major releases and plac­ ing great emphasis on their recent material. They picked from an amazing list of hits, each song thrilling the crowd more than the one before it. Even under the pressure of their new found success and the responsibility to, "give the fans what they want," R.E.M. maintained the off-centered spontaneity which has been their trademark. Michael Stipe, occupied the spotlight for most of the evening, wearing a baggy khaki suit and sporting a new mul­ hawk hair-do. He entertained the audience with his jerky ges­ tures and satirical dedications of "Inside Out" to the Exxon corporation and "Orange Crush" to the United States army. Whether it was through the scattered images projected on the giant screen or the pres­ ence of the environmental group Greenpeace, the band's social concerns were revealed in all of the songs in the over two and a half hour set. The tension falters after the Thatchers drop Corky off at school and is replaced by a sense of room again. Unfortunately, he can't seem to ﬁnd it and no one will help him. Soon the bell rings, and the halls of the school are emptied. Luckily, Tyler, the football quarterback, is running a bit late also. Their mutual torsion led to an immediate friendship. (The reason for this is never revealed in the episode.) Viewers are amazed to see Tyler's kind treatment of Corky.

Corky isn't the only Thacher with problems. Lila is upset over her rapidly approaching 40th birthday. Meanwhile, Drew is considering opening his own construction company with three friends. Unfortunately, it will cost each of them $50,000, money that Drew does not have. The course work at Corky's new school proves to be quite challenging for the teenager, and the Thatchers fear that they may have pushed Corky into a no-win situation. Paige immediately begins to tutor Corky, and he learns his English just in time for his ﬁrst test. During the testing period, the school "cramp" begins to cheat off Corky. Unfortunately, the teacher accuses Corky of the act and calls Drew and Lila in for a meeting. It is during the meeting that Corky stands up and recites "The Raven" from memory. This recitation clears him of the charges and leaves the viewers' thumbs up. Later, much to her liking, Tyler asks Becca if she'd like to go out. Of course, Becca accepts and invites Tyler to Becca's surprise birthday party. At the party, Drew presents Lila with a diamond ring. It seems that Drew purchased the ring with the money that he had saved for his new business. Shortly after Drew gives Lila the ring, Tyler arrives. Tyler's arrival is intensiﬁed because of the arrival of an uninvited guest. The conversation in the party grows immediately as Tyler is a perfect match for Becca, just how many diﬀerent pairs of glasses does she own? The beauty of this show is achieved because of its gentle and re­ sponsible pre­ sentation of a delicate topic. Viewers immediately like Corky and experience every new situ­ The Thacher family triumphs over Down's syndrome and moves on in the new ABC drama "Life Goes On." For example, the audience sympathizes with Corky when he stands up in the school cafeteria to meet a pretty girl and knocks his tray over. (By the way, Kleenex is not included with this show.) Another great feature of the show is the fact that it focuses solely on Corky, it's part of a realistic family that de­ serves equal air time. The love of Lila and Drew for their son is beautifully portrayed. Becca's adolescent personality is enter­ taining as well. She doesn't treat Corky as handicapped, but as an equal. They ﬁght as normal siblings would and support each other, too. (However, there's one mystery surround­ ing Becca, just how many diﬀerent pairs of glasses does she own?) ABC has the show of the year in "Life Goes On." Unfortu­ nately, "Life" lives in the Sunday "death-slot" opposite "60 Minutes." Hopefully, ABC will juggle its schedule to ensure that "Life Goes On" and on and on...
How’re you going to do it?

“I guess it’s just you and me, Coach. Everyone else is at the IBM PS/2 Fair.”

PS/2 it!

Come to the Fair and save on the IBM PS/2.

Meet the IBM Personal System/2® and find out how easy it is to use. With the PS/2®, you can get your work done and still have time for fun. You can organize your notes, write and revise your papers, and create smart-looking graphics to make a good report even better. And best of all, you can get a PS/2 at a special student price that’s more than fair.

Montgomery Theatre in LaFortune
Wednesday, Oct. 4 7 to 9 p.m.

-or-

Notre Dame Computer Store
Computer Center and Math Building
Monday thru Friday, 9a.m. to 5p.m.

Register to win:
Bruno’s Pizza
1989 Jeep Wrangler
(details at N.D. Computer Store)
Ryan picks up 300th strikeout in last start of season

Associated Press

ANAHEIM, Calif. — The hairline is slowly but surely receding. There are telltale wrinkles in his brow, age lines around his eyes. “Forever Young” was the song blaring through the stadium sound system as he flirted with the virtually impossible, then accomplished the amazingly improbable.

Nolan Ryan. Forever young.

An ancient in a boys’ game, Ryan still possesses the gifts usually held only by much younger pitchers — blinding speed and overwhelming power.

The 42-year-old Ryan, who earlier this year became the oldest winning pitcher in an All-Star Game, Saturday night became the oldest — by 11 years — to strike out 300 batters in a season.

And the Texas Rangers right-hander came within five outs of his first perfect game, finally “settling” for 13 strikeouts and a three-hit, 2-0 victory over the California Angels. The performance was his 57th shutout, his 290th victory and his 199th game with 10 or more strikeouts.

There was a possibility the game may have been Ryan’s last, since he said he will decide after the season whether he’ll retire. In fact, a press conference was called for Arlington, Texas, on Monday.

After the game, he implied that his decision was imminent, saying, “Yeah, I’m leaning one way.”

He would shed no additional light on his future after Saturday’s game. However, it would be very surprising if Ryan decided to quit now, considering his success this season (16-10, 3.20 ERA) and the fact that he has less than 3 months off his 95 mph fastball.

If he does decide to retire, it would be because of off-the-field considerations, such as making more time for his family.

“If he decides to leave, it would not only be a loss for the Rangers, but a loss for baseball,” said Texas Manager Bobby Valentine, who would probably like to see Ryan pitch until the turn of the century.

Ryan’s mastery of the Angels, whom he defeated 3-0 at Anaheim Stadium with a three-hit, 12-strikeout performance earlier this year, certainly didn’t look like it should be a swan song for an aging athlete.

Get Ready for October Break!!!

FREE TANNING
with every Purchase!
FOR A VERY LIMITED TIME! (with this ad)
FOR DETAILS... stop in to see our salon, or call us at 272-7653

FREE TANNING
with every Purchase!
FOR A VERY LIMITED TIME! (with this ad)
FOR DETAILS... stop in to see our salon, or call us at 272-7653

DICK’S
FALL BREAK SPECIALS!
• AAA TOWING, WARDS/ALLSTATE
• 50% DISCOUNT ON TOWING WHEN TOWED TO FACILITY FOR REPAIRS
• ND & SMC FACULTY AND STUDENTS: 10% DISCOUNT ON REPAIRS (NOT VALID FOR SPECIALS)

TIRE SALE!
• 20% OFF SUGGESTED LIST PRICE
• FREE BALANCING AND ALIGNMENT WITH PURCHASE OF FOUR TIRES

BRAKE SPECIAL: METALLIC PADS $49.95
** UTILIZE MARATHON’S NO INTEREST ** CHARGE PROGRAM

OIL, LUBE & FILTER
REG. $14.95
with coupon
$12.95

SUMMER TANS FADE!
Let Active Tan help maintain that healthy glow all year long.

N.D./MIAMI GAME
NOV. 24-26, 1989
$599 & Edgerton’s
tavel service, inc.
1-800-643-460``

DESTINATIONS UNLIMITED
“Where Service Is Unlimited”
Notre Dame
VS.
Miami

OCTOBER BREAK SPECIAL
10-2-89 to 10-20-89
all students tanning
sessions $3.00

Private Tanning Beds
Built-in AM/FM Cassette Stereo
“Bring Your Own Cassette”
52303 Emmons Rd.
Georgetown Shopping Center
272-9780
South Bend, In

Get ready for October Break!!!
by BARBARA MORAN

The women's cross country team got its wish last Friday, finishing in the top five at the National Championships. The Irish, who had hoped to break into the top five last year, took fifth in a field of 21 teams with a final score of 132. Providence College won the meet, easily taking four of the top five spots and finishing with a score of only 16. Rhode Island took second, Boston College third, and DePaul with 83 points. DePaul with 102 and St. Thomas with 170.

Sophian Gallagher crossed the line first for Providence, completing the 3.2 mile course in a time of 18:14. Luci Nusrata finished first for Notre Dame in 18:53 and fifth overall with a time of 19:14.

Two Notre Dame women, in addition to Nusrata, finished in the top 25. Amy Blasing, running in her second race for the Irish, finished a surprising 23rd in 19:42. Blasing was followed closely, by teammate Therese Lemanski, who finished 24th with a time of 19:47.

Irish coach Tim Connelly was pleased with his team's performance. "We were looking to improve from last year and that's what we did," he said. "Lucy Nusrata had the potential to be up higher. She just ran out of gas, but she ran a good race. I can't have asked for more. I'm pleased with Blasing [and Therese Lemanski]. We ran really well as a team, and overall I'm pleased with the way the race went."

"LIFE'S A BEACH."
Maybe the Cleveland Browns were a little lucky. But just the same, the refs are in the Dawghouse with Denver coach Dan Reeves.

With the wind at his back, Matt Bahr kicked a 48-yard field goal that barely cleared the crossbar on the final play of the game Sunday, and Cleveland ended its 15-year losing streak to Denver with a 16-13 victory.

Bahr had the wind at his back because the two teams were asked to change ends of the field during the fourth quarter.

The refs made the switch after the Broncos, pinned at their own 4, were pelted with dog biscuits and other junk from the "Dawg Pound," a portion of the Cleveland bleachers so named for the fans' love of their Dawg defense.

Bahr said the field goal cleared the crossbar by "one or two coats of paint."

"Do you think that makes a difference when you're trying to make a 48-yard field goal with the wind at your back?" Reeves asked. "Heap yes, it makes a difference.".

"I wanted to see unsportsmanlike conduct penalties called until they stopped. I thought we were only going to play one play at the other end of the field. I had no idea Cleveland would have the wind at their back for the entire second half."

Rams 13, 49ers 12
Mike Lansford kicked a 26-yard field goal with two seconds to play and the Los Angeles Rams foiled another San Francisco fourth-quarter comeback. The Rams remained unbeaten at 4-0, while San Francisco lost its first game.

Giants 30, Cowboys 13
Phil Simms overcame three interceptions with two touchdown passes, while the Cowboys, meanwhile, plunged to their worst start in 21 years. The wireless Cowboys, however, returned a punt 65 yards to set up a touchdown. The Dallas Cowboys (2-2) overcame a 10-point deficit for their best start in 21 years.

Colts 17, Jets 10
Clarence Verdin returned a punt 49 yards for the winning touchdown as the Indianapolis Colts (2-2) overcame a 10-point New York lead. New York is 1-3.

Oilers 39, Dolphins 7
Warren Moon completed 19 of 23 passes for 254 yards and two touchdowns, while Houston's defense held Miami quarterback Dan Marino to a career-low 103 passing yards as a starter.

Steelers 23, Lions 3
Bubby Brister completed a team-record 15 straight passes, and the Pittsburgh defense spoiled Rodney Peete's NFL debut as Detroit quarterback back.

Vikings 17, Buccaneers 3
Tommy Kramer replaced the injured Wade Wilson and threw two touchdown passes, while Minnesota's defense held Bucs QB Vinny Testaverde to 82 passing yards. Lee Lewis caught a 28-yard TD pass and returned a punt 65 yards to set up a field goal for the Vikings (2-0). Tampa Bay also is 2-2.

Bills 31, Patriots 10
Thurman Thomas scored two touchdowns on the ground and put up 204 yards in total offense for Buffalo. Jim Kelly threw for three touchdowns as the Bills (3-1) took a 24-3 halftime lead.

Packers 23, Falcons 21
Rookie Chris Jacke kicked a 32-yard field goal with 1:42 left, capping a 17-point fourth-quarter for Green Bay. Green Bay (2-2) has trailed in all four of its games before rallying. The Falcons (1-3) led 16-6 at the half and 21-6 after three quarters.

Bengals 21, Chiefs 17
Linebacker Loon White ran 22 yards untouched and almost unannounced on a fourth-quarter fumble return, boosting Cincinnati (3-1) over the astonished Chiefs.

Redskins 16, Saints 14
Chip Lohmiller kicked three field goals and Gerald Riggs scored a touchdown on a 9-yard run as Washington (2-2) beat New Orleans (1-3).

Seahawks 24, Raiders 20
Dave Krieg threw a 19-yard touchdown pass to Brian Blades with 9:58 to play, putting Seattle ahead to stay. Krieg, who completed 22 of 31 passes for 227 yards without an interception, had two touchdown passes, and Blades had seven receptions for 113 yards.

Kirk Cousins scored on a 3-yard touchdown run with 1:02 left in the second half when he redirected a Hail Mary throw by quarterback Smith in the fourth quarter. Curt Warner scored on a 6-yard run with 14:02 left, capping an 80-yard, 10-play drive.

Women sweep pair in weekend soccer

By COLLEEN HENNESSEY

The Notre Dame women's soccer team raised its record to 5-6 this weekend by defeating both Indiana and Michigan at home.

Notre Dame took an early lead Friday night against Indiana when freshman Marta Roemer scored off a Mimi Suhba assist at 5:22 of the first half. Notre Dame continued to dominate, adding two more goals before halftime. Junior striker Suhba recorded another assist 13 minutes later when her corner kick found sophomore Heather Murphy in front of the Hoosier goal.

Murphy herself had an assist at 36:39 of the first half when she sent a long lead from the left touchline to last season's leading scorer, sophomore Susie Zivitiv, who, all alone 20 yards out, was able to slam the ball past Indiana keeper Laurie Sager.

Indiana threatened early in the second half, but quickly lost steam against the relentless Irish offense. K.T. Sullivan added the final Irish score with 19:16 left in the second half when she redirected a Hail Mary shot into the net. Ten minutes later, Indiana's Charnae Adamson ruined Notre Dame keeper Michelle Lodyga's shutout with a header off a corner kick.

The score did not matter, however, as the Irish won 4-3. "We really controlled the whole game," said senior co-captain Sullivan. "We just worked very well together." Sunday afternoon, the Irish had it together again, edging past Michigan by a score of 4-3. Despite the close score, Notre Dame controlled the action.

"We probably could have scored a few more goals," said Sisolak, "but we felt pretty good. We were in control."

Marianne Gielis scored first for the Irish, and Sullivan added a point on a penalty kick. Suhba recorded her third assist of the week when senior co-captain Joy Sisolak headed in her corner kick for her second goal of the season, leaving freshman Margaret Jarc to round out the Irish scoring with an unassisted goal.

"We had it down at their end most of the time (against Michigan)," said Sullivan. "When they scored, it was really on our mental errors."

One of the Michigan goals came on a penalty kick, the result of a Notre Dame handball in the penalty area. "We didn't do a good enough job of their we haven't had a lot of scoring lately," Sullivan said.
The Notre Dame defense turned in another stellar performance in holding Purdue to just seven points and forcing eight turnovers. The Irish defense has held all four of its opponents to under 20 points during the young season.

It's pretty plain to me that when you play the number-one team, you have to play almost-perfect football, and we didn't do that," said Akers.

The Irish scored again on their next series, with Rice's four-yard keeper capping a 57-yard drive.

With Minter calling the signals on the next series, the Irish were forced to punt. That meant it was the Irish defense's turn to score.

Defensive lineman Jeff Alm, who led the Irish with three interceptions last year, juggled a Letnich pass, finally grabbing a hold of it and scampered 16 yards to give Notre Dame a 2-0 advantage.

"It was just one of those freak things that happened," said Alm. "Once I had the ball in my hands and I saw the end zone, there was no way that anyone was going to bring me down.

The Notre Dame rushing attack, which had been contained last weekend by Michigan State's stellar run defense, returned to form Saturday with the Irish gaining 254 yards on 61 carries.

We worked out hard this week in practice trying to get the running game back again," said offensive guard Tim Grunhard. "We took Purdue just as seriously as we did Michigan and Michigan State. It just came down to who wanted it more.

Johnson and Walters each added one-yard touchdown runs. Those Notre Dame first-half scoring, Craig Heyward, who had missed both the kicking and punting for the Irish, missed the extra point after Johnson's TD run.

Kansas State, who connected on a 64-yard field goal with 3:34 left in the second period, had the ball at its own 48-yard line.

The Irish defense held Kansas State on three consecutive plays, recovered the fumble, and promptly drove for a game-winning field goal.

**Associated Press**

MANHATTAN, Kan. — The losing streak is history at Kansas State, and so are the ball game ever provided, the Associated Press ranked Michigan got by Miami, Florida never were leading Saturday had never left a suffering crowd of about 20,000, Miami quarterback Scott Davis scrambled for one last desperation heave.

Twice Davis was almost sacked. Then he launched the ball back hard as he could and Carl Brewer snatched it away from two defenders as he fell on the goal line. It appeared the curse of K-State was alive.

The wild streak would reach 31 games. The losing streak would hit 17. National embarrassment would deepen.

North Texas could not stop the Wildcats then 1:35 in which to go 80 yards.

What were the odds? Whatever they were, Carl Straw beat them. He whipped the Wildcats downfield in nine plays with wide receiver Michael Smith accounting for 76 himself and helping Straw overcome two sacks.

Then, from the 12 on what everybody knew would be the last play, Straw threw a perfect strike to Frank Hernandez streaking across the middle. Hernandez stepped into the at the corner of the end zone, and a roar went up from the crowd that one player later described as “kind of scary.”

A melee erupted. Jubilant fans who had tasted victory since October 1986 mobbed coaches, players and each other. They didn’t even attempt the extra point. Within minutes, both goalposts were gone.

Hernandez proved that again last year. The team had gone too far to lose a game like that.

First-year head coach Bill Snyder, an island of calm in an ocean of happy frenzy, said, “It was a game like that.”

Brown continued from page 20

“We’re too good a team to be left out of the mix. We’ve got a lot of guys who can do that.”

Purdue coach Jerry Lewis had learned that lesson the hard way. Brown caught three passes in the first half, all of which led to Irish touchdowns.

On the first catch, quarterback Tony Rice scrambled until he found Brown wide-open across the field. The play resulted in a 27-yard gain that put the Irish at the Purdue 11-yard line.

Rice connected with Brown for 23 yards on Notre Dame’s next series. Two plays later, the Irish were at the Purdue 4-yard line.

Brown’s most impressive play might have been the third catch, which started with Notre Dame at its own 44-yard line. Rice’s pass to Brown traveled about six yards, then Brown dodged a tackler early and turned the play into a 38-yard gain.

“He ran good routes, caught the ball and ran physically,” said Holtz. “We’ve known he could do that. It was just a question of getting him the ball.”

After setting up touchdowns during the first half, it looked as though as the 6-foot-7, 235-pound running back score in the third quarter.

Brown caught a pass at almost Purdue five-yard line but fumbled and moved ahead, but he fumbled the ball on the two-yard line as the Boilers recovered.

“I have to laugh, I didn’t have too much pressure on the ball,” said Brown, whose first collegiate reception was a touchdown catch against Purdue last year. “When I got hit, the ball popped out.”

That mistake resulted in a short lecture from Holtz.

“I know he wanted to put the ball on the Purdue 4-yard line, but still we’ve got to remember to be more conscious of protecting the football,” Holtz said. “Derek Brown is really a fine tight end.”

Brown proved that again last weekend. The Boilermaker defense can only wish they wouldn’t always be around the Irish chance to throw to him.

**Big Ten splits in non-conference**

Associated Press

They lost to the mighty, the Notre Dame and Miami of Florida. They beat the less the mighty, the Tulsas and Miamis of Ohio.

And, after a month of non-conference football games, the Big Ten is 15-12, an even, 500.

On Saturday, Purdue lost to top-rated Notre Dame 40-7, Michigan State lost to No. 2 Miami, Florida 26-20, sixth-ranked Michigan got

**Kansas State still celebrating win**

**AP Top 25 Rankings**

How The Associated Press Top Twenty Five college football teams fared and their next opponents:

1. Notre Dame (4-0-0) beat Purdue 40-7; Next: at Stanford.
3. Nebraska (3-0-0) beat Oregon State 20-7; Next: vs. Kansas State.
4. Auburn (2-1-0) lost to No. 12 Tennessee 21-14; Next: at Kentucky.
5. Colorado (4-0-0) beat No. 21 Washington 43-28; Next: vs. Missouri.
6. Michigan (3-1-0) beat Montana 41-21; Next: vs. Wisconsin.
7. Georgia (3-0-0) beat No. 4 Auburn 21-14; Next: vs. No. 23 Georgia.
8. Alabama (3-0-0) beat Vanderbilt 20-14; Next: at Mississippi.
9. Houston (3-0-0) beat Temple 62-7; Next: vs. Baylor.
10. NC State (3-0-0) beat Kent State 42-22; Next: vs. Middle Tennessee.
11. Oklahoma (3-1-0) beat Kansas 46-45; Next: vs. Oklahoma State.
12. Arizona (3-2-0) lost to Oregon 45-10; Next: vs. UCLA.
13. Arkansas (2-2-0) did not play; Next: vs. No. 25 Florida State.
14. Washington State (4-1-0) beat No. 11 USC 18-17; Next: at Oregon.
15. Illinois (4-2-0) did not play; Next: at Ohio State.
16. Washington (2-2-0) lost to No. 2 Colorado 48-29; Next: vs. No. 11 USC.
17. Texas AM (3-2-0) beat Southern Mississippi 31-14; Next: at Texas Tech.
18. Georgia (2-3-0) lost to North Carolina 42-20; Next: at Tennessee.
20. Florida State (2-3-0) did not play; Next: at No. 15 Syracuse.

**Kansas State still celebrating win**

**DOMER DASH & DINE**

Saturday, October 7

The Dash: 11:00 a.m.3 & 6 Mile Runs

The Dine: Immediately Following

All you Can Eat

**SPAGHETTI DINNER**

All before the Stanford Game

"Run for the Irish"
When the lights go on at Wrigley Field this week for the first time in postseason play, Angela Dumbi and her roommate will trot their TV out onto their porch a half-block from the ballpark to cheer wildly for the Cubs. Not Wrigley's neighbor Charlotte Newfeld. Newfeld with rain. Lots of it. When vendors prepare for Cubs fans by the thousands for Wednesday's night game against the San Francisco Giants and taverns stock their bars for the same, Wrigleyville, the genteel neighborhood surrounding the ballpark, always finds itself in a divided mood. And nobody's quite sure what they're reading into it.

The Cubs, who won their division in 1984, last appeared in the World Series in 1945 and last won the Fall Classic in 1908. Nobody expected the Cubs to get this far. After a dismal spring that left the National League headquarters in the hood surrounding Wrigley Field has never hosted the neighborhood specifically for its closeness to the unusually lucky Cubs, many flooded the neighborhood for its turn-of-the-century housing stock and quiet, tree-lined streets. Last week, many seemed uninterested in the local sports heroes and their impact on the area.

"We're all Cub fans. We're all fans of Chicago," Alderman Bernard Hansen said. "We're going to try to work together to keep problems to a minimum." Wrigleyville — the name itself — is a densely packed five-block area already home to what is expected to be the first rainy season since 1972. You can be certain that the fans of Wrigleyville, president of a group called "Citizens United for Baseball in Sun Sunshine," said Steve Wulf of Sports Illustrated. "The Cubs have had only one winning season since 1972. You can be certain they won't do it again." For another thing, Wrigley Field has never hosted a playoff game before. In 1985, the venerable stadium became the last in the major leagues to turn the lights on baseball. Newfeld, president of a group called "Citizens United for Baseball in Sun Sunshine," said his group's scenario reckoned...
LECTURE CIRCUIT

Monday
7:30 p.m. Room 124, Crowley Hall of Music. Professor Leonard Meyer from the University of Pennsylvania will present "Ideology and Music in the 19th Century."

CAMPUS EVENTS

Monday
12:00 p.m. ISO Lounge, LaFortune. Fireside chat with Professor Jim Bellis of ND Department of Anthropology, "Reflections on Living Abroad," as part of Multi-cultural Fall Festival. Sponsored by the Multi-cultural Executive Council. Free lunch is included.

8:00 p.m. Alumni Room, Morris Inn. Presentation and reception for all students interested in discovering career opportunities with the Travelers' Companies. Sponsored by Career and Placement Services.

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Decays
5 Church part
8 Block of stamps
14 Baal, e.g.
15 Begin a card game
16 Electrical man
17 Nick Charles's wife
18 Drew or Terry of stage fame
18 Burden
19 Nick Charles's wife
20 Victor over Blaine and Harrison
23 Golf gadget
24 Madison Ave. products
25 Communicates, 47 Weep in away
48 Victor over
29 Strikes Bryan
31 Dandy
34 Add beauty
35 Indonesian island
36 All of "The Arabian Nights"
37 Victor over Ford
38 Author Jong
39 Excuse
40 Matures
41 Disencumbers
42 Rent
43 "For a jolly good...
44 Sly
45 Book names
46 Circle part
47 Weep
48 Victor over Bryan
57 President of Costa Rica
58 Swiss river
59 Frighten to a Gadd
60 Clever
61 Where Tehran is
62 Depressed
63 Damages
64 Some limbs
65 Profound

DOWN
1 Remound
2 Aroma
3 Malador's opponent
4 Serio or Croat
5 Worship
6 British coins
7 First king of Israel
8 Otherwise
9 Equines
10 Rome has seven of these
11 Singer Fitzgerald
12 She played Jeannie on TV
13 Minister to
14 Tocsin
15 Scrawny one
16 Lave
17 "La Douce"
18 Prevaricator
19 Fist
20 Fear a mother
21 Collar and jacket
22 Prophetic
23 Indian prince
24 Saving
25 Parts of many capitalists
26 Angers
27 He wrote "Jude the Obscure"
28 He wrote "Sister Carrie"
29 Misfortunes
30 Deadly
31 Deadly
32 Greatly overweight
33 Trim
34 Remove water, as from a boat
35 Harte or Maverick
36 Hare or Lizard
37 Author Jong
38 Excuse
39 Author Jong
40 Excuse
41 Great Lake
42 Great Lake
43 Hound's sound
44 Tocsin
45 Keepsakes
46 Tocsin
47 Scrawny one
48 Lave
49 "La Douce"
50 Prevaricator
51 Fist
52 Fear a mother
53 Require
54 Not taped
55 A Great Lake
56 Hound's sound

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

M A T H
DRINK
DIE
DRIVE

A public service message from The Observer

COMICS

CALVIN AND HOBBES

CALVIN AND HOBBES

WILBUR AND WENDEL

Student Union Board
Member of the Month

Congratulations to
Kara Lenahan
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The Observer
Irish answer many questions in winning 16th straight game

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Associate Sports Editor

WEST LAFAYETTE - Notre Dame's top-ranked Fighting Irish spent a week hearing people question their abilities after last weekend's near-upset loss to Michigan State. Then they went out and answered just about every one of them in a 40-7 rout of Purdue for the Heisman Trophy that committed eighth turnovers Saturday at Ross-Ade Stadium.

In a game similar to last year's 51-7 rout of Purdue, the Irish jumped out to a 34-0 halftime lead, outgaining the Boilermakers 344-93, before letting their reserves get some game experience in the final 30 minutes.

"They're the most talented group I've seen put together in a long time, maybe the best ever," said Purdue coach Fred Akers, who has been a head coach since 1973. "They are clearly the number-one team in the country."

Quite few people had doubts about that after Notre Dame's 21-13 upset win over No. 2 ranked Notre Dame on Saturday. It was the first time in 15 years the Irish had beaten the Fighting Irish, which only gave skeptics more reason to doubt Notre Dame's chances of defending the national title.

What's the matter with Notre Dame's passing game?

Tony Rice had 207 passing yards - at halftime. The triplicate finished with his best passing day ever (12-of-15 for 270 yards) before giving way to Rick Mirer and Graham for much of the second half.

More importantly for Holtz, the runner-up Heisman Trophy candidate, who also had 21 yards on 12 runs, led the Irish to touchdowns on five of their first seven drives.

"I evaluate Tony Rice solely on how many times he gets the team in the end zone," said Holtz. "He ran the option well and had a strong day passing, but that is not unexpected from a player the caliber of Tony Rice."

What about the Irish pass defense?

The Irish, who had allowed Michigan quarterback Elvis Grbac and Michigan State's Dan Enos to have big days, bottled up Purdue's Steve Leinich (11-of-26 for 89 yards and three interceptions).

With the Notre Dame defensive line pressuring the quarterback throughout the first half and the secondary holding for second consecutive year.

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Associate Sports Editor

WEST LAFAYETTE - Derek Brown knew that it was only a matter of time before the ball started coming his way.

"I knew my day was going to come, eventually," said the sophomore tight end, who caught four passes for 101 yards in Saturday's 40-7 dismantling of Purdue. "And as long as we win, I really don't care."

In the first three games of the season, the Irish were winning but Brown wasn't doing much receiving. Brown's only reception this season heading into the weekend was a three-yard catch against Michigan State.

Those were not the sort of statistics one would expect from a player as highly-touted as Brown. Named the national Parade High School Player of the Year at Merritt Island, Fla., Brown's impressive freshman

season at Notre Dame (12 receptions for 150 yards and three touchdowns) led to more honors this fall.

A pair of pre-season publications named the sophomore as the second-best tight end in the nation. In its pre-football preview issue, Sports Illustrated included Brown on its prospective 1995 all-pro team.

Brown showed Purdue's secondary and a nationwide television audience exactly why he earned those compliments.

"With their coverage, they run primarily man-to-man, and it's just the receiver's job to beat whoever's guarding us and get separation," said Brown. "In the second half, they started putting an extra man on me, and then I wasn't open."

That first-half defense was not too effective in stopping Notre Dame's powerful tight end.

see BROWN / page 17

Freshman Reggie Brooks ran for 20 yards in his first collegiate game with Notre Dame.

Men's cross country team pulls off upset

By MARY CARINO
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's cross country team rose to the occasion and defeated rival Providence to win the National Catholic meet on Friday afternoon.

The five-mile race, held at the Burke Memorial Golf Course, was expected to be a battle between the 15th-ranked Irish and Providence's top 20. But it was neither. Notre Dame collected only 39 points, seven points less than their total from last year's victory in the Providence meet.

Providence accumulated 56 points, good enough for second. Loyola placed two runners in first and second and held on to finish third, tying